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The uniform asymptotic evaluation or an oscillating
tutu. In paper number II,we presented the CR)
integral with two coalescing saddle points is dis- method in an accessible, yet general, way. All
cussed in a sl,aighttoqward and general way. This equations ne~ary for applications were given
key problem arises in the semiclassical theory ot explicitly, making it easy to apply the CR) theatomic and molecular collisions. A shoit and simple ory to conaete problems. Our presentation of
derivation is also given for a semiclassical integral
representation of a scattering matrix element. (The the CR) method was soon reproduced in reSC!’~indicates that this paper has been cited in view, and books, so the uniform theory became
more widely known and appreciated.
more than 141) publications.l
*1 ~
Paper number U seems to be referenced by
three groups of authors: (a) those who cite it as
Uniform Semidassical Collision Theory
an example ofsemiclassical research done in the
JJ’l.LComiiw
19705; (b) those who use the S matrix integral
Department ofChemistry
representation; and (C) those who apply the uniUniversity of Manchester
form asymptotic theory to integrals arising in
Manchester M13 9PL
their men research (the paper isthen often cited
England
• together with reference 4). Later applicationsof
I spent the ymrs 1969 to 1971 at the Univesity the wdfoms theory using the equations gwen in
of Illinois. working as a peettioc with Rudolf A. paper number II include rotational rainbows in
Marcus. Before that. I had obtained my D. PhIL atom-molecule and molecule-surlace scattering,
degree lb molecular collision theory at the Urn- analysis of vlbrational transitions, the theory of
chemical reactions, electron detachment in negversity.of Oxford.
Semiclassical theories of molecular collisions ative ion collisions, Penning ionization, the preswere of particular interest in the early 1970s. A sure broadening of spectral lines, and the analysis ofquasimolecular orbital X-ray spectra.
iemidassical theory uses real (and also complex
valued) solutions of - classical mechanics
In 1971,1 joined the University ofManchester~
(Hamilton’s equations) to construct an asymp- I generalized the uniform trealmenf of paper
totic (semiclassical) approximation to the numberII to many(i.e., 3,4,...) coalescingsaddles
Schrddinger equation. A semiclassical approxi- and also made extensions of the theory to multimation is often very accurate and provides ex- dimensional integrals. The treatment of these
cellent physical insight. I already had a good individual cases can be unified with the help of
background in asymptotic techniques from my singularity (catastrophe) theory.5 More recently,
D. Phil. research. (See. e.g., reference 1.)
I have developednew numerical techniques that
allow the uniform formalismfor 3,4,... coalescing
I wrote paper number II in this series of six,
after studying
2 and discussing paper number I saddles to be applied in practice. I have reviewed
with Marcus. Paper number II has two parbe these recent developments in reference 6, which
the first part presents a simpler and shorter der- contains many references. There is still much
ivation ofnumber l~smain result: a semiclassical interesting and important research to bedone in
integral representation using action-angle vari- this area; the whole subject is a fascinating mixables for an element of the scattering (or 5) ture of abstractmathematics, numerical analysis,
matrix. Paper number Ii’s second (and main) and practical applications.
For this and other research, I have received
part concerns the uniform asymptotic evalualion of oscillating integrals with two coalescing the Royal Society ofChemistry’s Meldola Medal.
saddle points, using the method of C. Chester,
Marlow Medal, andAward in Theoretical ChemB. Friedman,
istry. Marcus moved to the Califonna Institute of
4 and F. Ursell (CFU).~Although
M.V. Beny had earlier applied the CR) tech- Technology in 1978. He has received the American Chemical Society’s Langmui.~Gibbs, and
nique to a specific problem (atomic rainbow
scattering), the power of the CR) method was
Debye Awards, the Wolf Prize in Chemistry (Isnot widely known in the chemical physics litera- rael), and the (iS National Medal ofScience.
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